AND SO IT BEGINS
ABBOT, Ralph
Ghosts should be happy for her brother Mark. He’s managed to find someone new, after the sudden death of his first wife – but something about Erica just doesn’t feel right. When Erica starts to go missing, a team of local women, Sonny, Mark, and Henry, call her name in a street where they gather to pray. Out of this comes a chain of events which leads to the discovery of the truth. The story is set in the American South in the 1940s and 1950s.

Thriller

TP $29.99

If you go down to the woods today...
ADAMS, Susan
We’re no young when we first hit. But 11 years old, making the most of the long hot, lazy days of summer, we had the world at our feet. That way – as far as Bob, Biff, Butter, and Tubby – was the four members of the Outdoor Club. The day we found a burnt-out car in the woods was the day everything changed. Cold, hard cash in the front pocket and a body in the trunk. It started out as confession, we were desperate to make it right. That’s the Outlaw story. He knew he had found his secret. And suddenly, one summer of innocence turned into the stuff of nightmares. Nothing would ever be the same again.

Mystery

PBK $22.99

I, Helen Grace: Down to the Woods
AFIAJ, Abdul
The first in a new series from Babukhali. Also available now is the Helen Dirich mystery, The Fall (PBK, $17.99).

Mystery

PBK $29.99

A Tale of Pines: Long Road to Mercy
BALLARD, David
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ILLUSSION OF JUSTICE: INSIDE MAKING A MURDERER AND AMERICA’S BROKEN SYSTEM
BALSAM, Jason
Over his career, Jerome Balsam has spent hundreds of hours in conference rooms representing defendants in criminal trials. When Brian, an unpetitioned abandoner at the Illinois State Penitentiary, is charged with murdering a probation officer in Elgin, he turns to an unusual legal resource for help – Jerome Balsam. This is the story of how Jerome, with a history of mental health challenges, is thrust into a role he never thought he would have to play: working to defend someone who is clearly guilty.

Thriller

TP $29.99
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Holly is horrified by the dismembered bodies and the way they are being targeted. Bot, why? and how is this connected to the death of Gina’s younger sister, so many years ago?

Thriller

TP $29.99

LOTTE MERMERMAN: DEATH ON THE CANAL
DEJAGER, Anja
A young lawyer, Lotte Mermerman, is transported, following A Cold Dead Hand in Amsterdam and A Cold Case in Amsterdam: Central (PBK, $19.99 each), to New York. But her American life is about to change. Once she arrives, the truth about her father’s death will be revealed.

Detective

TP $19.99

Under the Cold Bright Lights
Diary, Gerry
The young detective calls Alba and asks for help. That doesn’t fail him. He does things his own way and vengeful enemies come to his aid. He brings down mafia, break up big houses of random bandit and hardback lovers, and he’s still a cop, even though he retired from Broome, some years ago. He works cold cases. Now, Alab will stick with these cases, until justice is done. One way or another, Alba is a brilliantly ambivalent character – recommended.

Mystery

TP $22.99

ROSE CITY MYSTERIES: VIOLENT TENDENCIES
DERRY-SMITH, Kate
Betty Booker, FBI, and Brett Ellis are delighted that their Portland florist boutique is part of the city’s Rose Festival, which draws thousands of visitors from around the world. In the streets of Portland’s historic district, the florist’s home, and other attractions – capped off by a big parade. They’re building their business with these carefree times in mind; but a gang of young punks shows up. The group, who call themselves Dark Fusion, are decrying their fate into flower power, and they want to take down the cops who they blame for the death of a friend. A new leader is struggling with a galleries of violent – and Brett finds the body. With a chopper, a knife, a gun, and a body in the gazebo, there are plenty of suspects, from the Grand Marshal to a long-time former cop. But before Brett and Ellis have time to link the cause, the police are going to get even more explosive...

Mystery

PBK $21.99

LOOK ALIVE TWENTY-FIVE
EVANOVICH, Janet

TP $19.99

MISS DOMONT MYSTERIES: A MORTER PAST DUAL
FIELDEN, T.

TP $29.99

THE WYCH ELM - Tiaa

TP $19.99

ONE night changes everything for Tiffany. A brutal attack leaves her traumatised, unsure even of the person she is today. He works refuge at his uncle’s rambling home, the Ivy House, filled with characters of memories of wild-starvation and orange parties with his cousin. But not long after Tiffany’s arrival, a discovery is made. A shut, locked music-hall in the garden. As detectives begin to close, Tiffany is forced to learn everything she thought she knew about his family, his past, and himself.

Suspense

TP $39.99

TALES FROM THE DEAD OF NIGHT: THIRTEEN CLASSIC GHOST STORIES (ANTHOLOGY)
GAYFORD, Cicely (ed)

TP $19.99

GATHER YOUR STONES: THE STOLEN GIRLS
GIBBONS, Pearl

Suspense

TP $22.99

THE BOUNCER
HUNN, John
Joey is but your average Drummoyne wedding – Harvard-graduated, strip club bouncer who has highly classified military history, and a host friend from Catholic school who happens to be his current lover. Crippled upon Donna Zamora, the best shot in his class at Quarantine, is a single mother at a delicatessen making the food. A tip from a cardboard head to click on racket is on his strip joint in Queens, and he’s a vote.

Thriller

HC $8.99

LORIMER & BRIGHTMAN: ONLY THE DEAD CAN SEE... GRAY, Alex

Suspense

TP $22.99

HOLLY WACKELDANN: WHEN DARKNESS CALLS
GRIFFITH, Mark
Holly Wackeldann works for the NSW Police and criminal psychology specializing in serial killers. She has particular reason to be good at her job – but she keeps it to herself. When DI Bell from the Melbourne offices approaches Holly about a possible serial killing, Holly is horrified by the adolescent:nood bodies and the way they...